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ABSTRACT 
The condition that a Hermitian matrix is diagonally signed (complementary) has 
recently been shown to guarantee that its signature is invariant with respect to 
Hadamard products with Gram matrices. In this paper we establish inequalities for 
the determinants of these diagonally signed matrices that are analogs of well-known 
inequalities for positive definite matrices. Because Hermitian Cauchy matrices and 
their confluent forms are diagonally signed, we can then infer from the new inequali- 
ties the existente (in general) of inverses of the confluent forms of Hermitian 
Gram-Cauchy matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper has two principal purposes. The first is an investigation of 
which determinantal inequalities for positive definite matrices have useful 
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analogs in the more genera1 class of diagonally signed matrices. In the 
process, we develop some further structure of complementary matrices with 
respect to LU factorization and Schur complements. Our second principal 
aim is to establish bounds for Gram-Cauchy determinants and their confluent 
forms. We can also infer the existente of inverses of certain Gram-Cauchy 
matrices and their confluent forms. This property was the key to proving 
some row convergente theorems for vector-valued Padé approximants 
(Graves-Morris and Saff, 1991). 
In Section 2, we present our genera1 theorems that are analogs of the 
classica1 results for positive defìnite matrices. In Section 3, we describe the 
application of some of these results to the case of confluent Hermitian 
Gram-Cauchy matrices. 
A good survey of elementary determinantal inequalities for positive defi- 
nite matrices may be found in Horn and Johnson (1985, Section 7.8), and we 
have considered al1 these results. Of course, for some inequalities there seem 
to be no significant analogs, whereas for others we report here some rather 
good ones. They are necessarily analogs of their parent inequalities rather 
than generalizations of them because (1) the inequalities usually have the 
reverse direction to that of the positive definite case when they involve 
aspects of negative definite matrices, and (2) they typically involve certain 
restrictions on the leading principal minors instead of the more genera1 
principal minors allowed in the positive defìnite case. 
For an n-by-n matrix A and index sets f, LZ c {1,2, . . . , n}, we dcfine 
A[f,X] to be th e submatrix of A lying in rows / and columns Z The 
principal submatrix A[B; /] is abbreviated to ALX]. For an n-by-n Hermi- 
tian matrix H = (hij), define 
9=9(H) = {i:hii > 0) (1.1) 
and 
_&"=N(H) = {i:h,, CO}. (1.2) 
Of course, g,JtrC {1,2,. . . , n} and 9 n.N= 0; we assume throughout that 
9 u&“= {l, 2,. . . > n}. In Graves-Morris and Johnson (1989), we cal1 a matrix 
diagonally signed if the sign of any principal minor is the same as that of the 
product of its diagonal entries. Thus, a nonsingular matrix H is diagonally 
signed if 
sign(det H[f]) = (-1)'8n/n (1.3) 
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for any /C{1,2,..., n}. Note that both positive definite and negative 
definite matrices are diagonally signed, and that H[p] is positive definite 
while H[M] is negative definite. The latter decomposition actually character- 
izes diagonally signed matrices (Graves-Morris and Johnson, 1989), and such 
matrices have also been called complementuy (Johnson and Rodman, 1985). 
If Z? = {1,2,. * . > k}, whileX= (k + 1,. . . , n}, we say that H is in canonical 
complementay farm, and we note that any diagonally signed matrix may be 
put in canonical complementary form via permutation similarity. 
Recall that the inertia i(H) = (i,, i_, i,) of a Hermitian matrix H is 
simply a count of the number of positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues of H 
(counting multiplicities). The inertia of a nonsingular diagonally signed matrix 
is (IS], l/yl, O), and the Hadamard (or Schur or entrywise) product (Hom and 
Johnson, 1991) of a positive definite matrix with a diagonally signed one is 
again diagonally signed [Graves-Morris and Johnson (1989); see also Hom 
(199O)]. In fact, it was also shown that the matrices whose inertia is un- 
changed by Hadamard multiplication with any positive definite matrix are 
exactly the diagonally signed matrices. 
2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF DIAGONALLY 
SIGNED MATRICES 
We consider the classica1 determinantal inequalities for positive definite 
matrices found in Section 7.8 of Hom and Johnson (1985). In preparation, we 
make observations regarding LU factorization of diagonally signed matrices 
and Schur complements of diagonally signed matrices. Recall that an LU 
fuctorkation of an n-by-n matrix A (i.e., A E Cnx “) is a representation of A 
as A = LU, in which L E Ctlx n is lower triangular and U E @ nx n is upper 
triangular. If A is Hermitian and positive definite, then A has a special LU 
factorization in which U = L* is nonsingular, called its Cholesky factoriza- 
tion. Of course, it follows that if A is Hermitian and negative definite, then 
A has an LU factorization in which U = -L*. Our observation regarding 
diagonally signed matrices in canonical complementary form is a hybrid 
between these two. By A > (>) B for n-by-n Hermitian matrices, we mean 
that A - B is positive (semi)definite. 
LEMMA 2.1. If H E Cnx” is diagonally signed (and nonsingular), then 
H has an LU fuctorization. Moreover, if H is in canonical complementay 
farm, then 
(2.1) 
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in which L,, and L,, are lower triangular, nonsingular, and such that 
bzG2. > L21-%1- (2.2) 
Conversely, any matrix that can be so factored is diagonally signed and in 
canonical completintay form. 
Proof. Since al1 principal minors of a nonsingular diagonally signed 
matrix are nonzero, the leading minors are nonzero, and this suffices for an 
LU factorization (Hom and Johnson, 1985). If H is in canonical complemen- 
tary form, L,, is taken to be the (nonsingular) Cholesky factor of the upper 
left (positive definite) principal submatrix. We may then solve for L,,. L,, is 
taken to be the Cholesb factor of L,, Ltl - H [NI, and the inequality (2.2) 
follows immediately. The converse follows by direct multiplication. ??
If A E C” “‘, x c (1,2, . . . , n], and A[/] is nonsingular, the Schur 
complement A/A[f] of A[y] in A is defìned as 
A/A[Bj = A[B”] - A[B”; _Y]A[B]-~ A[A ~1. (2.3) 
It is ‘wel1 known that det A = det A[/] det( A/A[/]). If H is Hermitian, 
then H/H[x] is Hermitian (if H[f] is nonsingular), and 
i(H) = i( H[Xl) + i( H/H[Bl), GW 
where + denotes addition componentwise. Our observation regarding Schur 
complements in a diagonally signed matrix is a refinement of the statement 
about inertia of such matrices made in the introduction. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let H E UZ”” be diagonally signed and nonsingular, and 
let 9 =9(H) and.N=JY(H) =90c. Then 
and 
H/H[9] < H[JT] < 0 (2.5) 
H/H[JY] 2 H[9] > 0. (2.6) 
Proof. By hypothesis, H[.N] < 0. From the definition (2.3), 
H/H[9] = H[N] -X, 
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where 
x = H[/V$P]H[P]-‘H[9;.N]. 
Because H[L?] is positive definite, X is positive semidefìnite and (2.5) is 
established. Equation (2.6) follows similarly. ??
We note here a further quantitative version of the inertia formula for 
diagonally signed matrices. It follows from the interlacing inequalities for the 
eigenvalues of principal submatrices of Hermitian matrices. We number the 
eigenvalues of a q-by-q Hermitian matrix K in increasing order: A,(K) < 
as* < A,(K). Let H be an n-by-n diagonally signed matrix with 9 = L@( H ), 
JY=JY(H), 191 = k, and M = n - k. We then have (Hom and Johnson, 
1985, p. 182) 
and 
‘*( H[gl) G ‘n-k+i( H), i = l,...,k, (2.7) 
'j( HINl) a ‘jCH), j=l ,...,n -k. (2.8) 
LEMMA 2.3. Let H be an n X n matrix that is diagonally signed (and 
nonsingular), and let H have inertia (i+, i_, 0). Then H-’ is diagonally 
signed, it has the same inertia as H-‘, &@(H-‘) =9(H), and 4H-‘1 = 
AH). 
Proof. An immediate consequente of (2.51, (2.6), using the Schur-com- 
plement form of the inverse (see Hom and Johnson, 1985). ??
We begin the discussion of analogs by considering Fischer’s inequality 
det H < det H[x]det H[p] (2.9) 
whenever H is positive definite and when x E {1,2,. . . , n} and 3 =y. By 
convention, det H[0] = 1. 
If H is negative definite, we have 
Idet Hl <Jdet H[Y]lIdet H[F]l 
by replacing H with -H in (2.9). For H diagonally signed and x = s@( H 1, 
we have something analogous but noticeably different, not least because the 
inequality in (2.7) is reversed in (2.8). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let H E CnX” be diagonally signed (and nonsingular), 
and let 9 =9(H),N=JY(H) =90c. Then 
Idet Hl > det H[9] jdet H[.N]~. (2.10) 
Proof. We mention two proofs; a third one may be given using the 
classical Ostrowski-Taussky inequality, and a fourth via the eigenvalue in- 
equalities (2.7) and (2.8). 
The fìrst uses Schur complements and Lemma 2.2. Since H/H[JY] > 
H[9], we have det(H/H[JY]) > det H[9]. But ldet Hl = 
ldet H [N]l det( H/H [.N]) > Idet H [N]l det H [9], as was to be shown. 
Altematively, we may use Lemma 2.1. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume H is in canonical complementary form. Then 
(det Hl = ldet L,, l Idet L,, I Idet LT,I Idet I&I 
= det(L,,Li,)det(L,,L*,,) = det H[9]det(-H[Jy] + L,iLti) 
> det H[9]det( -H[JY]) = det H[9] Idet H[Jfr]I. ??
We note that there are similar proofs of the classical Fischer inequality, 
though they are not the proofs usually given. 
According to Koteljanski’s inequality, 
det H[gu3?] < 
det H [ ~1 det H [X] 
det H[xnX] 
whenever H is positive definite and x,X c (1,2, . . . , n}; this is a generaliza- 
tion of Fischer’s inequahty. Again the same is true if H is negative defìnite 
and al1 factors are replaced by their absolute values. The analog for diagonally 
signed matrices again lies in some contrast, but is a proper generalization of 
its Fischer analog. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that H is n-by-n, diagonally signed (and nonsin- 
gularjandthatg =9(H),JIi=JY(H) =9”.Whenever~,XG{1,2,...,n} 
are index sets for which 3 19 and 3 IJ, we have 
det H [ /] det H [x] 
Idet HLfU~li 2 det HIBnxl - (2.11) 
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Proof. The case in which x nZ = 0 is covered by Theorem 2.1, and 
so we assume y flX # 0. From the hypotheses, x U 3 = {l, 2, . . . , n}, 
f“ ~Jtr, and Z ~9. By Lemma 2.3 and the fact that a principal submatrix 
of a diagonally signed matrix is diagonally signed, H-‘[P UF] is diagonally 
signed and has inertia (IYI, If”I, 0). Applying Theorem 2.1 to H-‘[P uF], 
we find that 
Idet H-‘[P ~~11 > det H-‘[Z]ldet H-‘[p][. (2.12) 
By applying the identity 
det H-‘[PI = detdTr’ 
e 
in three formats to (2.12), it follows that 
Idet H[YnX]det H 1 > det H[/]ldet H[z][. 
The statement (2.11) follows immediately. ??
The most classica1 determinantal inequality for positive definite matrices 
is Hadamard’s inequality: if H = (h,j) E @ “xn is positive definite, then 
det H < fihii. 
i=l 
OBSERVATION. If H is n-by-n and diagonally signed, 9 =9(H) and 
Jlr=Jy( H) =9O”, then the result 
> det H[9] Idet H[M]I (2.13) 
follows immediately by applying Hadamard’s inequality to H [ Po] and H [YY]. 
Thus both Idet H 1 and Ifl~= ,hii 1 dominate det H[ 91 Idet H [JtTII, but, 
unfortunately, the former two do not uniformly compare: 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Let 
H( x, y) = (2.14) 
Then H(x, y ) is diagonally signed for any choice of real x, y, and 
]det H(x, y)] =1x’ + y2 + XY + :I, 
while 
Thus, for 1x1, lyl < 1/(2fi), Idet H(x, y)l is smaller than lFl3=iH(x, Y)~~I, 
whereas for x, y > l/@&) the reverse is true. 
According to Oppenheim’s inequality: 
ldetHoBl>(detH)fi,ji>detHdetB, 
i=l 
whenever H and B = (bij) are n-by-n positive definite matrices. Here 0 
denotes the Hadamard product. In spite of there apparently being no 
interesting analog of Hadamard’s inequality, there is a good analog of 
Oppenheim’s when we let H be diagonally signed but keep B positive 
definite. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let H be an n-by-n diagonally signed (nonsingular) 
matrix, and let B = (bi .) be an n-by-n positive definite matrix. Further, let 
9 =9(H) andN=&H). We then have 
Idet H Q BI 2 det H[g]]det H[M]I fibii > det H[9] Idet H[N]) det B. 
i=l 
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Proof. Note that H 0 B is diagonally signed with 9( H 0 B) = 9 and 
&H 0 B) =J? Thus, by Theorem 2.1, 
Idet H 0 BI > det{( H 0 B)[P]) ]det{( H 0 B)[N]}) 
= det{ H[9]0 B[P]} ]det{ H[Jy]o ~[Jy3} I 
* iz’ii .Idet H[JI 1. *z’ii > det H[9] 
= det H[g] ldet H[JlrII tfi”ii 
> det H[9’] Idet H[.N]I det B. 
The second inequality involves two applications of the classical Oppenheim 
inequality, while the last is the classica1 Hadamard inequality. In this analog 
of Oppenheim’s inequality, we note that we cannot generally replace the 
factor det H[ 91 Idet H[X]l by Idet H 1. ??
The final classical inequality for which there seems to be some sort of 
analog is Minkowski’s inequality. The classica1 version says that 
[det( A + B)]“” > (det A)“” + (det B)“” 
whenever A and B are n-by-n positive definite matrices. The analog here is 
more exact, with det H[9] Idet H[N]l playing the role of Idet H 1. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let H and K be n-by-n diagonally signed matrices, with 
9(H) =.9(K) =9 and.&H) =AK) =.N=9’. We then have 
]det( H + K) I1’n z (det H[9] jdet H[.N] 1)“” 
+(det K[9] (det K[JV]~)~‘“. 
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Idet( H + K) 1”” 
2 {det( H[y] + K[P])}“” \det( H[X] + K[JV]) 1”” 
> {(det ~[y])“” + (det ~[y])““} 
X(ldet ,[J][“” +Idet K[Jv]\“~) 
> (det H[P] Idet H[JY]/)“” + (det ~[9] Idet K[Jv]~)~‘“. 
The first inequality is based on Theorem 2, the second inequality is the 
classica1 Minkowski inequality, and the third only involves discarding of 
positive terms. ??
We note that other classica1 inequalities of Szasz, Ostrowski and Taussky, 
and Robertson do not seem to have useful analogs for diagonally signed 
matrices. 
3. PROPERTIES OF CONFLUENT GRAM-CAUCHY MATRICES 
A Gram-Cauchy matrix is defined elementwise by 
~({a~,bk,U~;Uk,l};=l)ij := s> i,j = 1,2 ,..., 12, (3.1) 
1 .l 
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. It is the Hadamard product 
of the Cauchy matrix defined by 
C((ak,bk, ‘l;=,),i ‘= &> i, j = 1,2 ,...,n, (3.2) 
I J 
and the Gram matrix 
G({uk};cl), := UT *uj, i,j = 1,2 ,...,n, (3.3) 
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in which uk E C” and al1 uk are assumed to be nonnull. Note that for 
u, v E Cn, we define u * v := rf= ,(u)Jv)~ and lul := @K. In a previous 
paper (Grave+Morris and Johnson, 19891, we showed that Hermitian Cauchy 
matrices are diagonally signed and that the signatures of the matrices defìned 
by (3.1), (3.2) are the same provided that al1 ui # 0. 
Subsequently, we showed (Graves-Morris and Johnson, 1990) how conflu- 
ent Cauchy matrices are defined; our definition is analogous to that of 
confluent Vandermonde matrices [also known as confluent Cauchy altemants 
(Aitken, 1967)]. They are best described by the example 
C( e, 3; d, 2) := 
1 
e + e* 
1 
(e + e*)’ 
2 
(e + e*)3 
1 
d + e* 
1 
(d + e*)2 
1 
(e + e*)2 
2 
(e + e*)3 
3 
(e + e*)4 
1 
(d + e*)’ 
2 
(d + e*)3 
2 
(e + e*)” 
3 
(e + e*)” 
6 
(e + e*)” 
2 
(d + e*)” 
3 
(d + e*)4 
1 
e + d* 
1 
(e + d*)2 
2 
(e + d*)3 
1 
d + d* 
1 
(d + d*)2 
1 
(e + d*)2 
2 
(e + d*)3 
3 
(e + d*)4 
1 
(d + d*)2 
2 
(d + d*)3 
This matrix has an obvious 3 @ 2 black structure. Our main result in that 
paper is that confluent Cauchy matrices, whose fundamental elements are 
distinct, are diagonally signed. It therefore follows that their signature is 
invariant under Hadamard products with Gram matrices formed from non- 
nul1 vectors. 
In this section, confluences of Hermitian Gram-Cauchy matrices are 
introduced and defined. We show that confluences of Hermitian Gram- 
Cauchy matrices are diagonally signed provided that (1) the fundamental 
elements of the parent Cauchy matrix are distinct and (2) the vectors forming 
the parent Gram matrix are nonnull. This result does not follow directly from 
the results previously stated, because the nature of the limits is different. In 
fact, here we obtain stronger results than signature properties, and sharp 
lower bounds on the modulus of the determinants of confluent Gram-Cauchy 
matrices are established. 
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LEMMA 3.1. A Hermitian Gram-Cauchy matrix M is o?ejIned ebment- 
wise by 
Mij = 2 * - uj 
rl? + Tj ’ 
i,j = 1,2 ,..., 0, (3.5) 
and its associated Cauchy matrix C is defined elementwise by 
1 
Cij = ~ 
V? + Tj. 
(3.6) 
Assume that al1 matrix elements are finite, and that al1 q are distinct. Then 
the rows and columns of M and C can be ordered so that C has canonical 
complementa y farm 
c= 
[ 
c(l.1) c(1.2) 
C’2.1) 1 C(%Z) ’ (3.7) 
in which C”, ‘) is the v x v positive definite Cauchy submatrix and C(2,2) is 
its (n - v) x (n - v) negative definite Cauchy submatrix. Zn this represen- 
tation, 
Idet MI > det C (l,l) Idet C(2,2)1 fi [u,i2. 
i=l 
(3.8) 
Zf it happens that v = n, then (3.8) is replaced by 
det M 3 detC* filui12. 
i=l 
Roof. An immediate consequente of Theorem 2.3. ??
(3.9) 
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EXAMPLE 3.1. Let u, v, w be complex vectors, q 
1,2,3, and Re rl, > 0 for i = 1,2,3. From Lemma 3.1, 
u - u* v ’ u* w * u* 
771 + 77: 772 + 7: 773 + 77: 
u . v* v * v* w . v* 
det 
771 + 72 772 + 77; 773 + 7; 
u.w* v*w* w*w* 
771 + 773 7?2 + 77; 773 + 17: 
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+ qj* # 0 for i,j = 
it follows that 
lul”ld”bl”lT~ - 7721%?2 - 7?31217?3 - 7)f 
a (771 + 77;c)(772 + $)(773 + T3)1771 + 772*121772 + 773121773 + 77Y2. 
(3.10) 
We now turn our attention to confluent forms of the matrices discussed so 
far and to the properties of these matrices. As illustration, suppose we take 
the matrix in (3.10), and assign f=ed values to u, w, e = nr, and d s Q. Let 
x = n2 be a vartable, and let v = v(x): for any t E Cd, we may define 
v(x) := u + (e - x)t. 
By (i) subtracting the fìrst row of the matrix in (3.10) from the second, (ii) 
dividing the (new) second row by e - X, (iii) repeating the process of(i) and 
(ii) on the first two columns of the matrix in (3.10) and (iv) taking the limit 
x + e, we obtain the matrix in (3.11) as a confluent form of that in (3.10). 
EXAMPLE 3.2 (A confluent Gram-Cauchy matrix). Let E := 
1 “. u* ” u* t u* -+- e + c * (e + e*)’ c + e* 
! 
“. u* ". t* 2u u* ". t* + t . u* 
-+- -+ 
(e + e*y e + e* (e + e*)3 (e + e*y + 
u*w* U.W* t . w* 
c + cl* (e + cl*)” 
+- 
c +r1* 
w. u* 
d + e* 
t.t* w.u* w . t* 
l? + e* (d + q* + (I+ 
w.w* 
(1 + cl* 
(3.11) 
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Provided that al1 elements of E are finite, an immediate consequente of 
(3.10) is that 
det E L 
lul”lwl”le - dl4 
(e + e*)4( d + d*)le + d*14 ’ 
(3.12) 
It is noteworthy that the right-hand side of (3.12) does not depend on the 
value of t. 
The matrix E has a rather obvious 2 8 1 black structure, and it is in this 
blockwise way that the general confluence of Gram-Cauchy matrices is 
defined. 
DEFINITION (Confluent Hermitian Gram-Cauchy matrices). Numbers 
nl, n2,. . . , nt are given as the dimensions of the blocks, the Cauchy parame- 
ters ~~,77~,..., ?~t are given complex numbers, and the Gram vectors {uz), 
Ly = 1,2,. . . , t, i = 1,2,. . . , n,} are given complex vectors. Defìne auxiliary 
vectors by 
UJX) := u’,o’ + (77, - x)u;’ + *** + (77, - 4”” u(n,) 
(n,)! LI ’ 
(Y = 1,2 >...) t. 
(3.13) 
Then a Hermitian confluent Gram-Cauchy matrix takes the black form 
%(x)Tua(x)T %]t,=, 1 
. . . . := (3.14) 
M(n,.2) . . . M’n,.%’ 
and the (i, j) element of the submatrix M’“‘p’ is defined by 
CM (qij := r(i)r(j) [ (I-!)“( +ii’ u”‘;,“y’q > 
*=s. Y't)8 
i = 1,2,. .*>na, j = 1,2 >***> np. (3.15) 
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This definition in (3.13)-(3.15) 1s motivated by the lemma of Graves- 
Morris and Johnson (1990). 
One aim of this paper is to establish conditions under which the matrix 
(3.14) is nonsingular, and this is achieved in the following main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Conjluent Hermitian Gram-Cauchy matrices formed from 
distinct elements {qJ= 1 and nonnull vectors {uf)}L= 1 are diagonally signed. 
Proof. The manner in which (3.15) defines a confluence of a Gram- 
Cauchy matrix is similar to that in which confluence of Cauchy matrices was 
defined and used in the lemma of Graves-Morris and Johnson (1990). There, 
the fact that confluent Hermitian Cauchy matrices are diagonally signed was 
also established. 
Let 9 be any subset of the integers 1,2, . . . , t, and let 
be the corresponding principal submatrix of M defined in (3.14) and (3.15). 
The dimension of ?v? is R := C, E9 n,. Using the bound (3.8) and the 
process of confluence, we find that 
sign det M = sign fi Mii. 
i=l 
(3.16) 
(Examples 3.1, 3.2 d emonstrate this result in a simple situation.) We need to 
show that M is diagonally signed, which means that M must have the 
property specified in (1.31, which is a_stronger property than that of (3.16); 
we might say that (3.16) states that M is diagonally signed blockwise only. 
However, the proof that M possesses the property (1.3) fellows from (3.16) 
using precisely the method of proof of the aim theorem of Graves-Morris and 
Johnson (1990), and there is no need to repeat it here. w 
4. CONCLUSION 
The class of confluent Hermitian Gram-Cauchy matrices was introduced 
in Example 3.2 and then formally defìned. We have seen that they share their 
parent’s property of being diagonally signed (complementary). This result is 
needed for the proof of an extension of de Montessus’s theorem for certain 
meromorphic vector functions having higher-order poles (Graves-Morris and 
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Saff, 1988, 1991). Theorems 2.1-2.4 seem to be useful analogs of Fischer’s 
inequality, Oppenheim’s inequality, Koteljanski’s inequality, and Minkowski’s 
inequality respectively. Nevertheless, there stil1 are far fewer results for 
matrices of indefinite signature than for those that are positive definite. 
Because our main results apply to Hermitian matrices, various defìnitions 
have been made in less generality here than is strictly necessary. Some 
extensions are suggested by comparing the notations of (3.1) and (3.14). The 
requirement that G be a Gram matrix shows that its representation (3.3) in 
which {uk} E UZ=” could be modified to a more genera1 form of Gramian if it 
were worthwhile. 
We are grateful to Stephen Barnett for a most usefìl discussion. 
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